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Remediated interfaces of modern music software have deeply changed mu-
sic composition and performance. Designed as visual editing machines most 
music software operates on sound objects, sequentially organized in time on 
multiple tracks.

Today, approaches to music making like e. g. live coding, a contemporary 
art form in which music and visuals are programmed during performance, 
challenges the concept of the sound object and along the materiality of mu-
sic and, perhaps even more fundamental, the concept of poesis i.e. the very 
condition of music making. [Breinbjerg, 2010]

Materiality: From object to signal

Music per se is a time-based art form and has due to music notation a long 
history of literacy. A history that was broken when analogue recording tech-
nology in the 20th century turned sound into an object for phenomenological 
investigations. Sound was no longer just a phenomenon in time, but sudden-
ly a phenomenon in space. As a media object it could be stored in a sound 
library and retrieved for analysis, manipulation and composition. Sound 
recording and playback led to new approaches to music composition, as in 
the practice of Pierre Schaeffer that originated from the listening to sound 
objects and not from the writing of them. The music culture of today has for a 
long period of time been dominated by operations of selection and compos-
iting, or rather of cut, copy and paste taking on the legacy from Schaeffer.

Against this background live coding introduces a “literary turn”, which 
uncovers the symbolic and literate nature of digital technology. Rather than 
working with remediated time processes of sound recording and sequencer-
based music, live coding engages in a distributed process of performative 
writing, which owes its legacy to algorithmic composition and generative 
music. However, in live coding the literary process is accelerated in time 
since algorithmic writing now takes place in a live setting, which unfolds as a 
discourse between the programmer and the software model. As such there 
is no pre-fabricated score or pre-written program, but instead a text/program 
code that is constantly re-written, re-read and re-executed and from which 
music emerge and unfolds.
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Poesis: Beyond techne

As German philosopher Martin Heidegger has explained, poesis is histori-
cally conceptualized as either ‘techne’ or ‘physis’ [Heidegger 1977]. While 
‘techne’ is a becoming of things by someone else; for instance an artist or a 
craftsman, physis is the arising of something from out of itself as observable 
in nature. In contemporary practices of music composition techne is appar-
ent in e. g. the practice of post-production where musicians master every 
detail of the music they produce. Physis can be observed in e. g. generative 
music where descriptive models of nature (fractal geometry, cellular automa-
ta, system theory et cetera) controls how music autonomously emerges and 
unfolds.  In live coding we observe a poesis that neither belongs to humans 
nor nature alone. It is not easily categorized as either techne or physis since 
it cannot solely be ascribed to the coding musician or the program of the 
computer. Instead the poesis of live coding is defined by a readerly and 
writerly exchange among the coder and the running program forming a dis-
tributed system of interacting elements, in which the music and its history is 
constantly negotiated and changed, and where new forms of music emerge 
and disappear. As such the poesis of live coding originates from ongoing 
processes of observation, interpretation, programming and computation 
between human and machine, between the analogue and the digital world.

As a framework for further discussions on live coding and software use, 
and how it reflects fundamental aspects of digital culture, I will point to the 
theory of Paul Virilio and Nigel Thrift. As Virilio has argued media technolo-
gies accelerate time as well as our perception [Virilio 1991]. As a result 
motion is emphasized more than form. In the context of live coding we might 
add process more than object. Rather than revealing objects, art practices 
like live coding unfold in processes where the object is always in a state of 
becoming. Related, Nigel Thrift describes how the static representation has 
become subordinated to flow, and how the city and the culture as a whole 
can be said to “perform” since pervasive technologies ensure ongoing proc-
esses of calculation, exchange and changing perceptions [Thrift 2008].

For me live coding reflects a contemporary media culture as described by 
Virilio and Thrift. A culture where concepts of emergence and morphogene-
sis hold a greater descriptive potential than reification and morphology does. 
An accelerated culture more concerned with “signals” than with “objects”, with 
computation, process and performance rather than reflection, history and 
representation.
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